OUR PRODUCTS

CARBON STEEL & STAINLESS STEEL

PIPES
MAGTECH supplies pipes to all international standards such as ASTM, ASME, API, and DIN. Available in all grades in Carbon Steel, Alloy Steels, Stainless Steels in Seamless Hot Rolled, Cold Rolled as well as Welded (ERW, HFI, EFW and SAW/DSAW) pipe.

- Stainless Steel Pipes
- Line Pipe
- Tubing
- Large Diameter Pipes
- Circular Hollow Sections

BUTWELD FITTINGS
(Carbon Steel and Stainless Steel)

- Seamless & ERW stocked in Sch STD thru Sch XXS, from ½'' thru 36''.
- Types – 90° Elbow, 45° Elbow and Reducing Tees, Concentric and Eccentric Reducers, Y - Shaped Tees, Barred Tees.
OUR PRODUCTS

FORGED FITTINGS

(Carbon Steel and Stainless Steel)

Forged from ¼'' thru 4'', Branch Fittings – O-lets – ¼'' to 30''

- O-lets – Weldolet, Sockolet, Threadolet, Elbolet, Flangolet, Nippolet.
- Class – 3000 / 6000 / 9000

MALLEABLE & GALVANIZED IRON FITTINGS

Elbow, Tee, Cross, Reducers,
Manufacturers: BIS Thailand/ Crane U.K
OUR PRODUCTS

**GROOVED FITTINGS & COUPLING, Flexible Connectors**

RIGID/ LIQID/ FLEXIBLE / LIFLEX Grooved Couplings
Grooved Elbow, Tees, Mechanical Tee

Rubber Expansion joints, Single/ Double bellows,

Manufacturers: Vision / Vimco USA

**FLANGES**

(Carbon Steel and Stainless Steel)

Forged – from Sch 40 thru XXS and Special Wall Thicknesses, from ½” thru 48” and above.

OUR PRODUCTS

VALVES

(Carbon Steel and Stainless Steel)

¼'' THRU 24'', Cast and Forged (SW and NPT up to – 2'')

- Class – 150 thru 1500 and #800 for Forged
- GATE VALVES, GLOBE VALVES< CHECK VALVES, BUTTERFLY VALVES, NEEDLE VALVES.
- Manufacturers: FLUVAL – Spain, DHV – USA, YONEKI- Japan, AUDCO- India, AES – USA.

BOLT & NUTS

Various Metric Sizes and Inches.

OUR PRODUCTS

**GASKETS**

- ½” thru 36”
- Types – CAF / CNAF/ Spiral Wound / Ring Joint

**INSTRUMENTATION AND HYDRAULIC TUBES, TUBE FITTINGS AND VALVES**

Stainless Steel 316/316L, 904L, Monel

- Manufacturers: SANDVIK INTERNATIONAL, PARKER EUROPE, SWAGELOK, HOKE, WINTECH.